Modernize your
user authentication
with Azure Active
Directory

As businesses adapt to the pace of
digital transformation, applications,
and the access management layer
behind them tend to be some of the
first targets for modernization as they
are fundamental to enabling increased
user productivity.
Organizations must now enable access to over 180
unique apps on average thanks to cloud hosting
and the explosion of availability of popular
software-as-a-service (SaaS) apps. Identity and
access management (IAM) can be modernized via a
hybrid identity approach, where on-premises user
identities are synched with cloud directories to
enable a common user identity for access to
resources from anywhere. Still, a truly modernized
IAM infrastructure should also consider the user
authentication flow.
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Expand your
authentication
beyond ADFS
If you are using ADFS today, you may be pleased with it.
ADFS solves problems for users who need to access ADintegrated applications while working remotely, offering
a flexible solution whereby they can authenticate using
their standard organizational AD credentials via a web
interface. It allows users from one organization to
access another organization’s applications beyond the
realm of their AD domain.
You may wonder: if ADFS is working and has enabled
SSO to cloud resources, is it not part of a transformed
IAM solution? The answer is that there are newer tools
available that can provide greater security and IT
scalability through a more modern approach – this is
cloud authentication.

Why should you
adopt cloud
authentication?
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If you can say “yes” to any of these scenarios, you
require the flexibility and security that can only be
achieved from the cloud. Microsoft’s Azure Active
Directory (Azure AD), a cloud IAM universal platform for
managing and security identities and its cloud
authentication capabilities, is your solution to transform
beyond ADFS.

Azure AD enables you to grant your employees and partners
SSO to all your apps. Whether you’re using popular SaaS apps
(like Office, ServiceNow, Concur), legacy on-premises apps, or
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cloud

custom apps, your employees and partners can securely log
on to these apps with Azure AD through a common user
identity bridged across your hybrid identity infrastructure.
Azure AD allows users to get the same experience, whether
they are accessing apps from the office, at home, or abroad.
Fine-grained access controls can secure access to these apps
via Conditional Access policies and intelligent, risk-based
Identity Protection so that you can set the right balance
between user productivity and your organization’s security.

Azure AD streamlines the user experience and reduces your
complexity that comes with managing identity, security, and
access to your company’s critical data. What may be less clear
to you is how to assess where you are on your authentication
journey and how to take the next step to truly modernize your
authentication.

Your cloud
authentication
options

Azure AD offers three core authentication options to allow you to
modernize and still meet the needs of your overall digital
transformation journey:

Cloud-only authentication

Pass-through authentication (PTA)

Password hash synchronization (PHS)
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Your cloud
authentication
options
Let’s look at PTA and PHS in more detail to help
you decide which option is better for you.

Pass-through
authentication

User experience
Users use the same passwords to sign in to both onpremises and cloud-based applications

Users spend less time talking to the IT helpdesk
resolving password-related issues as they can complete
self-service password management tasks in the cloud

Deployment and administration
Azure AD
PTA Agent

Active
Directory

There is no need for complex on-premises deployments
or network configurations as PTA only requires a
lightweight agent to be installed on-premises

There is no management overhead as the PTA agent
automatically receives improvements and bug fixes

Security
Saas apps

On-premises passwords are never stored in the cloud in
any form, even the encrypted hash of a hash used in the
PHS model

Protects your user accounts by working seamlessly with
Conditional Access policies, multi-factor authentication
(MFA), and Identity Protection and by filtering out brute
force password attacks

The PTA agent only makes outbound connections from
within your network, so there is no requirement to install
the agent in a perimeter network or DMZ

The communication between the PTA agent and Azure
AD is secured using certificate-based authentication, and
these certificates are automatically renewed every few
months by Azure AD

On-premises & web apps

By adopting a PTA as a first step of cloud
authentication, but still having some
connectivity to your on-premises AD, you gain
the following:

Availability
Additional authentication agents can be installed on
multiple on-premises servers to provide higher
availability of sign-in requests

Password hash
synchronization

User experience
Synchronization has no impact on users who are already
authenticated

Deployment and administration
There are no on-premises deployments required at all in
PHS, not even an authentication agent

Azure AD
Sync Agent

Active
Directory

Saas apps

On-premises & web apps

By adopting PHS as the ideal cloud authentication
solution for hybrid identity scenarios, you can
gain many of the same benefits as PTA. PHS will
provide the same great user SSO common
identity benefits and self-service empowerment,
as well as security gains via Conditional Access,
MFA, and Identity Protection. PHS also unlocks
the following benefits:

Passwords hashes are synchronized every two minutes to
ensure consistency between your on-premises and cloud
identity environments

Security
PHS enables leaked credential reporting so you can
protect yourself from your most significant identity
compromise

Availability
If you’re on-premises infrastructure has an outage, PHS
allows your users to still authenticate to their resources
via the cloud

Next Steps
No matter which Azure AD cloud authentication model
suits your particular needs, you will gain a more
seamless user experience ensuring high productivity and
greater security controls to protect your organization
from threats, all while providing a highly available,
modern authentication infrastructure. Once you have
embraced hybrid identity and modernized your
authentication, you can connect all your apps to Azure
AD to achieve your management and security gains.

To learn more about Azure AD and get started
with deploying cloud authentication, visit
azure.com/azuread
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